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Kick-Off 

Well here it is the third issue on "Off Tackle".  The real football season is almost here.  

The NFL teams are in mini camp the football magazines are hitting the news stands!  The 

Bama Blast has just been completed and the Texas Shootout is on the horizon. 

 

Word from the Blast is that Vance Warren was the weighted division champ while Steve 

Graham won in the un-weighted division.  The tournament was well attended as there 

were 15 un-weighted teams and 10 weighted teams registered.  As with most tournaments 

there was some controversy.  But in the end the Bama boys put on a good show and are 

looking forward the next years event. 

 

Rumor has it that there might be an additional event next year in the Virginia area 

running opposite Reggie Rutledge's "Texas Shootout".  Stay tuned! 

 

The second issue of OT did not get as much attention as the first issue.  I'm sure that 

sending in a self addressed stamped envelope had something to do with that.  Anyway I 

have enjoyed the feedback that may of you have provided over the past couple of months.  

So sit back and enjoy this issue as we tackle some of the most requested topics. 
 

Stopping the Run 
Many fellow coaches have called/emailed/mailed asking what are the options to stop the 

"Power" running games that many coaches run.  Well first and foremost there are three 

types of run oriented offenses that a coach can chose to use, speed, finesse or power.  In 

EFL most coaches use a power based game to try to destroy you.  Typically, if they have 

access to strong bases and have not mastered the passing game.  They are going to setup 

and run basically the same play over and over on you until you either stop it or they 

score.  This tactic will break the spirit of almost any coach if you allow them to do that to 

you! 

 

Well you say how do I stop them if my bases are not as strong.  The answer is to 

understand were is the attack is directed.  As well as breaking out some of the older 

defenses used to stop the power running games in the past.  These defenses are either the 

6-2 or a 4-4.  Both of which have been designed to stop run oriented offenses such as the 

single wing, the T, split T, wing T and the power I. 

 

Pictured below are three of the most common power running formations used in the EFL.  

Two of them are attacks up the middle while the third is directed off tackle.  Read along 

and see how we can take away the power running game away from an opponent.  



 

The Power T 

This was the offense we all ran as kids and looks more akin the rugby than football.  It is 

effective if the offense has stronger bases then the defense.  The way to shut down the 

Power T is to use what I call the Kansas City Stack (4-4 Defense).  The point of attack on 

this offense is straight up the middle.  This defense puts no pressure on the center and 

allows him to push through.  The defensive tackles are backed by linebackers (stacked 

formation).  They engage the offensive guards at a slight angle.  One note here is the 

tackle figure should be used in the DT position as they are less likely to get hooked and 

pushed out of the way.  Also note that you should be using 4 linebacker type bases and 

only one safety base. 

 

The ball carrier is usually the QB positioned behind the center.  Now as the center pushes 

through the QB follows behind.  The DT's engage and are helped by the linebackers who 

are stacked up behind them to hold their ground.  Now as the QB comes through the DT's 

are positioned to make the tackle (please see diagram).  Pretty simple?  You bet it is!  

You can shut down a superior opponent using this method.  As always this game like the 

real game is based on angles. 

   

 

The Power I 
The Power I's point of attack is straight up the middle.  The defense we use to stop this is 

the 6-2 formation with the linebackers stacked up behind the defensive guards.  The idea 

here is to clog up the middle while we let the defensive ends come in for the tackle.  

Again we assume that the offensive team is stronger than the defense.  The two stacked 

LB's help the defensive guards maintain position.  Their job is to attack the center/guard 

gaps.  As they engage our two defensive ends come in make the tackle.  To get additional 

support for the tackle we can angle the defensive tackles so that they "loop".  Please see 

diagram below. 
 



   
 

The Single Wing Style 

This is another power based offense that attacks the edge as opposed to the middle.  It 

reminds me of a single wing or T formation off tackle attack.  The offense sets up in a 

tight formation with two tight ends.  The ball carrier is deep and is angled to the power 

side of the run.  Two blocking backs are angled in the same direction to be used as lead 

blockers.  The defensive formation again is the 6-2.  The way to stop this offensive 

formation is break down the front line blocking by having the defensive line slat and get 

backside support.  We do this by having both corner backs hook in and both defensive 

ends "loop" (please see diagram).  This will stop progress long enough for either the 

backside support to make the tackle or the LB's and safety to come in and make the hit. 

 

   
 

 

 



Looping 

This is a neat little trick you can use get either pressure on a QB or back/front side 

support.  What we do is have the defensive base lined up facing the side lines.  When the 

board is turned on the offensive player goes forward and engages the defensive base 

making it "loop".  Check this out! 
 

     

 

Use these techniques next time you encounter one of these Vince Lombardi types.  

Chances are once you shut down their running game you shut down their offense!  

 
Base Technology 
If you have read the first two installments of "base technology" you are on your way to 

fame and glory!   Now here is a simple trick that works well with the defensive sets we 

talked about in this issue.  That is to set up a player to perform the task of  "hooking in".  

All that you need to identify a test base (rookie base only) and give this a try.  Please look 

at the diagram below.  To get a base to perform this task all we need to do is cut off a 

prong or two (they can also bent back as well).  To set up a base to hook right you must 

trim off the left inside prongs.  To set up a base to go to the left you will trim off the 

prongs on the right inside of the base. 

 

The best way to experiment is to try only trimming off the rear inside prong first.  If this 

does not give the desired results then trim the front inside prong. 

 

This is a great way to get that LT type linebacker who can come charging in for the QB 

sack! 

 

     Top side view 

 

One more hint here, if you are looking for more speed out of a base try trimming the rear 

two inner most prongs.  If you need more speed then trim out the front inner most prongs.  

This will help get some more speed on the field.  This is tip that works for many coaches. 

 

     rookie base with the inside prongs cut out 



 
Roster Central 
My All-Time Viking Squad 

10 F. Tarkenton QB  81 C. Eller DE 

44 C. Foreman HB  88 A. Page DT 

30 B. Brown FB  93 J. Randle DT 

81 A. Carter WR  70 J. Marshall DE 

85 S. White WR  59 M. Blair LB 

83 S. Jordan TE  50 J. Seimon LB 

73 R. Yary T  55 S. Studwell LB 

64 R. McDaniel G  20 B. Bryant CB 

53 M. Tinglehoff C  45 E. SharockmanCB 

62 E. White G  22 P. Krause S 

67 G. Alderman T  47 J. Browner S 

 

1962 Packers 

15 B. Starr QB  87 W. Davis DE 

5  P. Hornung  HB  79 D. Hanner DT 

31 J. Taylor FB  74 H. Jordan DT 

85 M. McGee LE  83 B. Quinlan DE 

88 R. Kramer TE  58 D. Currie LB 

86 B. Dowler FL  66 R. Nitschke LB 

76 B. Skoronski  T  71 B. Forester LB 

63 F. Thurston G  26 H. Adderly CB 

51 J. Ringo C  47 J. Whittenton CB 

64 J. Kramer G  46 H. Gremminger S 

75 F. Gregg T  24 W. Wood S 

 

My Story 
This is a story that I had written for another publication that was never used.  I hope that 

you enjoy it. 

 

I still can remember as though it were yesterday the first time I ever saw an electric 

football game.  It was probably a week or so after Thanksgiving in 1968.  Christmas 

shopping had begun and I was out with my parents.  Our first stop was Gimbels which 

had one of the best toy departments in the area.  There for the first time I came across 

Tudor Electric Football.   I knew without a doubt I had to have this game.  Needless to 

say this immediately went on my Christmas list.  The wait was agonizing, the next three 

weeks seemed to go on forever.  Finally,  Christmas arrived and my parents did not 

disappoint me and there in my possession was the Tudor model 520 AFL Electric 

Football game.   

 



Over the next couple of weeks many of my toys and my friends toys fell by the way side 

as "electric football madness" had us in its grasp.  Money was saved in earnest to acquire 

those teams that we admired, respected and could not live without.  Orders were placed 

and another waiting period began.  Plans were drawn up during this time to establish a 

small league (there were four of us at this time).  We also took this time to refine the 

game and its rules.  No longer would we play the "rugby style" that had dominated our 

early games.  Pro style offenses and defenses only were the mandate and we were 

delivered from the dark ages.  There was also another delivery about this time and it was 

from the mailman.  The teams had finally arrived and our season began. 

 

The real football world at this time was shocked for a second time as the New York Jets 

defeated the Baltimore Colts in the Super Bowl.  This event only served to fuel our 

passion for the game.   Our season continued and ended in early spring as the Rams 

defeated the Bears in our first EFL Super Bowl. 

 

Spring changed to summer and then summer to fall and as the nights got colder electric 

football slowly reeled us back into its grasp.  Our second season started with great 

anticipation and two more new members (we were now up to six members) joined in our 

madness.  Events were scheduled for Saturday nights at one of our parents homes and in 

some cases an early morning game before school.  The season ended with the Packers 

defeating the Dolphins for EFL Super Bowl II. 

 

The third season had us up to eight members with games being played at many different 

locations.  This season also marked the time as many of us were growing up to become 

young men.  Little did I know at this time this would be the last season for our league.  

The season concluded with the Dolphins defeating the Bears. 

 

The fourth season never got going as many of us started going our different ways.   I 

continued playing in a  solitaire style throughout high school and eventually put the game 

away as I started college. 

 

Four years later, not too long after graduation the madness hits again.  My girlfriend 

(today my wife and best friend) bought me the teams that I wanted but had never 

purchased.   I again start playing a solitaire style looking to refine the game and make it 

as realistic as possible. 

 

Towards the late 80's the game got put aside again as marriage, family and work  took 

over.  Then in January 1996 and now a father of three boys, I spot an electric football 

game in the local Toys r Us.  This game is no longer made by Tudor but by Miggle Toys.  

I wonder aloud what happened to Tudor (the mother ship of electric football)?  I also 

think that the boys are not old enough to enjoy it, so I move on.   The seed is planted as I 

start thinking of the great times I had with the game.   That night after the boys are put to 

bed out comes the game again to relive a few memories.    

 

Sunday morning January 21, 1996, my wife and I are having breakfast.  She looks me in 

the eye and says "You' re going to buy that game aren't you?".   No words are exchanged 



as the fuse is lit, I'm in the car (quicker than a jack rabbit on a date) on my to appointment 

with destiny.   The purchase (one Miggle Electric Super Bowl Game) is made and life is 

good!  I'm back home in a flash and the boys are going crazy.   As things settle down and 

I begin to look through the Sunday paper.   Now what do I see in the sports section but a 

guy (Byron Jackson, now one of my best friends) playing electric football in the Super 

Bowl of EFL! 

 

The next couple of months my two oldest sons (Fred 6 and Derrick 4) and I  play almost 

on a nightly basis.  We subscribe to Plugged In and we are led to a sub culture of EFL 

madmen that we never new to exist.  We have had phone conversations with coaches 

across the country.  The most remarkable thing about this is that we all  have a similar 

story and a genuine love of the game.  

 

 

From the Editors Desk 

I hope that you have enjoyed this issue.  In the next release of "Off Tackle" one of the 

topics we are going to discuss are rules.  Not so much national rules of play, but rules as 

how they relate to the hardware that we all use when we play.  Stay tuned this will get 

some coaches blood pumping.  Till next time.  Please send in any ideas, comments, 

opinions or funny stories you may have.  All are graciously accepted 
 


